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About TEDxECUAD

About TED
TED is a nonprofit organization
devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading,
usually in the form of short, powerful
talks (18 minutes or fewer) delivered by
today’s leading thinkers and doers. Many
of these talks are given at TED’s annual
conference in Vancouver, British Columbia,
and made available, free, on TED.com. TED
speakers have included Bill Gates, Jane Goodall,
Elizabeth Gilbert, Sir Richard Branson, Nandan
Nilekani, Philippe Starck, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Sal
Khan and Daniel Kahneman.

About TEDx
In the spirit of ideas worth spreading, TEDx is a program of local,
self-organized events that bring people together to share a TEDlike experience. At a TEDx event, TED Talks video and live speakers
combine to spark deep discussion and connection. These local,
self-organized events are branded TEDx, where x = independently
organized TED event. The TED Conference provides general guidance
for the TEDx program, but individual TEDx events are self-organized.
(Subject to certain rules and regulations.)

TEDxECUAD is a single day conference that hosts a series of speakers, each
presenting a TEDx talk to a carefully curated audience of 200+ thinkers,
creators and doers. Emily Carr University of Art and Design, our co-branders
for this event, set the stage for a day where innovators from technology,
entertainment and design can have meaningful conversations and gain
new insights to make their ideas stronger and more global. We strive to
integrate ECUAD’s core values of constant evolution, advancement in
unique fields, and interdisciplinary experimentation while involving
the ECUAD community (hailing from 50+ countries) and infusing
Vancouver’s local and international fabric.

“Emily Carr’s Great
Northern Way Campus
will be at the centre of
a new social, cultural,
educational, entertainment
and economic engine for
British Columbia.”
—Dr. Ron Burnett, President and Vice Chancellor
of Emily Carr University of Art + Design

Become a Partner

The 2018 Theme :
We are in a crucial moment in
history. The human race teeters
on the edge of social, environmental
and global chaos. In this polarizing
time, it is imperative that we talk about
how people can work together to bring
about a more stable future.

TEDx began as a grand experiment. The program
has been embraced with passion and dedication
by hundreds, if not thousands of volunteer
communities across the planet. TED is excited
about the possibilities of what this could mean
to you as a Partner, your local TEDx event
and to your community.

EQUILIBRIUM

This year TEDxECUAD
uses
the
theme
“Equilibrium”
to
evoke
inspiration on balance, inner
peace and the dynamics of
opposing forces coming together.
Like the spirit of TEDx events, the
word “Equilibrium” spans disciplines of
all kinds, from chemistry to art criticism. It
plays like a sequel to TEDxECUAD’s 2017
theme “Bridging the Gap” which centered
around the transition from our old campus
and focused on how we can connect with the
community surrounding our new one. Now that we
have bridged the gap, it is time to work on finding
equilibrium.

“[...]I am deeply
grateful to the Emily Carr
community for helping me
transform the university into
the world class institution that
it has become. The future is
indeed very bright.”

As a TEDx Partner, you will have the
opportunity to engage in meaningful
conversation with an elusive yet
valuable audience: passionate, openminded people in your community.
TED encourages you to join in a
collaborative relationship with the
TEDxECUAD community by
supporting our TEDxECUAD
event.

—Dr. Ron Burnett, President and Vice
Chancellor of Emily Carr University of Art + Design
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Why Support Us?
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How Can I support?

By supporting us, you join the global TEDx community, and benefit from TEDxECUAD’s
individually tailored, local flavor. Becoming a TEDxECUAD Partner means you share
in our vision of spreading ideas that are intended to change the world for the
better.
Becoming a TEDx Partner in support of TEDxECUAD is an
opportunity for you to join a global movement in innovation,
and really connect with the people in your community
who are keen on hearing new ideas. We
encourage you to see TEDxECUAD as an
incubator for new ideas within your
company and a way to engage in
an authentic dialogue with
your local community.
Please contact our team for more
information on how your business and
TEDxECUAD can build your own
custom partnership plan.

Gifts in Kind:

TEDxAdventures:
TEDx Adventures is an initiative that invites
TEDx organizers to put ideas into action in their
community through curated activities before or
after a TEDx event.

Gifts in kind include services,
discounts,
apparel,
food,
equipment and more. Partners
who contribute Gifts in Kind will
receive the equivalent cash
value in partner benefits.

The essence of an adventure:
-Experience something really different, unique, and
Inspirational
-Feel connected to the local community and its people
and resources
-Feel inspired to DO something and advance new ideas
TEDx attendees will experience first hand what you are about. This is
a great way of allowing the public in and to create memories around you,
your product, your values and your business.

Designed by Emily Grier
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FORM
FESTIVAL OF RECORDED MOVEMENT

CONVERSATION
COACHING & FACILITATION

